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1 African Market

2 Allison Pool

3 Asarese-Matters Community Center

4 Black Dots Record Shop

5 Black Love Resists in the Rust

6 Blue House Collective

7 Broderick Park

8 Buffalo Art Supply

9 Buffalo State College

10 Bungtla Asian Market

11 Community Memorial at Grant and 

Breckenridge

12 Coronation of BVM Church

13 Dibble True Value Hardware

14 Dollar General

15 Family Dollar

16 Freddy J's BBQ

17 Frontier Liquor & Wine

18 G & L Flooring Center

19 Garden of Eden

20 Gather & Game

21 Global Villages

22 Golden Burma Asia Foods Inc

23 Good Neighbors Federal Credit Union

24 Grant Street Bazaar

25 Grant Street Neighborhood Center

26 Grossman's Bargain Outlet

27 Guercio & Sons Inc

28 Gypsy Parlor

29 HEAL

30 HEAT Center

31 Hope Refugee Drop-In Center

32 IAMMAGICK

33 International PS 45

34 Jericho Road Community Health Center

35 Jimmy Laundry Spot

36 Kat Food Market

37 KeyBank

38 Lafayette International High School

39 LaNova

40 Lorigo's Meating Place

41 M&T Bank

42 Masjid Bilal

43 Mr. Pizza

44 Native American Magnet School

45 Nepali Market

46 Our Lady of Hope

47 Paloma Exchange

48 Pho Dollar

49 PUSH Buffalo

50 Rainbow

51 Renisha Mini Mart

52 Rite Aid

53 Royal Printing

54 Rust Belt Books

55 Salvation Army Store

56 Save A Lot

57 Senator Sean Ryan's Office

58 7-Eleven

59 Shakti Yoga

60 Sweet Sounds Music

61 Sweet_ness 7 Café

62 The Rose Garden Early Childhood 

63 The Tabernacle

64 The WASH Project

65 The West Side Bazaar

66 Tops

67 United States Postal Service

68 Vineeta International Foods

69 WEDI Buffalo

70 West Buffalo Charter School

71 Westside Stories

72 Win Asian Market

73 YWCA

Asset Mapping
Diverse & Inclusive

Eclectic & Unique

Historical

Urban

Community

Walkable & 
Accessible

AffordableSeven major themes emerged through the asset mapping process. 

These themes touch on the design, culture, and characteristics of Grant 

Street. Many of the businesses, organizations, and other assets fell 

under multiple themes, as identified by survey participants.

THEMES

THEMES

Bike Path

Bus Stops

Flower Beds

Very diverse- people from all over the world! Very multicultural

There is a culture of "street family" 

The range of cultures represented by businesses and residents

The people and businesses feel real (i.e. not sterile and boring)

The cross mix of cultures that’s evident in the organizations and businesses that exist there

The constant flow of people

People look out for each other

It feels like a “real” city neigh-borhood: gritty & funky non apologetic for what it is

I’m proud of the 17 flower gardens we have planted around trees and planters on the street (only street in all of Buffalo where this is found)

I love that there are so many people from so many different places around the world all striving to make a life for themselves and their families and getting to know each other in often unexpected ways.

I love how affordable Grant's commercial rents are!

Voices from the Community

“

“

“
“

“

“

“
“

“
“

“

I live here“ It's easy to talk to from my house
“

The old  
historical 
buildings“

It still has the Buffalo-grit that is now missing in the Hertel/Elmwood areas

It has everything I need within walking distance“
“

“So many small community-focused food stores I can get all my needs met by foot“

The community is always out walking and shopping and enjoying their neighborhood in the busy sections of the street

“

Lots of great smells“

I love hearing different languages“

PHOTO CREDIT: West Side Bazaar

PHOTO CREDIT: West Side Bazaar

PHOTO CREDIT: Guercio’s

PHOTO CREDIT: Rust Belt Books

A Regenerative Grant Street  
Existing Conditions Report 

How has the historical 
practice of redlining 
continued to impact 
Grant Street?

How have rising property 
values affected Grant 
Street and the surrounding 
neighborhood?

What impact has the refuge 
and immigrant community 
had on the growth and 
development of Grant Street?

SUMMER 2020

In August of 2019, Preservation Buffalo was engaged by the offices of then-New York 
State Assemblymember Sean Ryan and City of Buffalo Common Council Member 
David Rivera to design and oversee a preservation-based neighborhood planning 
process for Grant Street.

In the initial organizing for the process, emphasis was placed on supporting existing 
businesses and residents, creating new pathways of opportunity, and preventing 
displacement of loss of community identity and control.  Final deliverables were 
planned to be inventories and maps of existing and historic conditions of Grant Street, 
surveys and research into market data and locally served populations, a community 
engagement process, coordinated training from the National Main Street Center for 
local Stakeholder leadership, and a final recommendations report.

The COVID-19 crisis necessitated a change in direction and impacted planned 
deliverables, especially those to do with community engagement.  “A Regenerative 
Grant Street—Existing Conditions Report” produced in the summer of 2020 contains 
a summary of the analysis of the history of the Grant Street community, along with 
current demographic, housing, land use, and quality of life conditions.  It also contains 
a summary of the community engagement work that we were able to complete before 
and during the pandemic.  Additionally, the report “Grant Street—Community Identified 
Assets and Opportunities” summarized the findings from surveys conducted during 
2019-2020 of Grant Street community stakeholders and residents.

Planning Process  
Background and Overview

New York State Assembly 
Member Sean Ryan

City of Buffalo Common 
Council Member David Rivera

A Regenerative Grant Street—Existing Conditions Report and 
Community Identified Assets and Opportunities not only provided a 
data snapshot of Grant Street and the surrounding neighborhood as 
they exist today, it also provided an opportunity to identify priorities 
important to residents and business owners.

A Regenerative Grant Street  
Community Development Planning 
Recommendations provides actionable 
strategies that community partners can 
use to build a more resilient Grant Street

A Regenerative Grant Street  
Community Development  

Planning Recommendations

SUMMER 2021

How were these  recommendations developed?

WHERE
WE
ARE

WHERE
WE ARE
GOING
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It is important to note that we did not feel that it was responsible to try 
to press forward with certain aspects of the originally planned work amid 
the chaotic events of this past year. At the same time, based on survey 
feedback as well as clearly evident need, we identified that there were 
areas that required immediate action to provide or assist with other aspects 
of neighborhood community development in direct response to those 
events.  These included:

1. Direct distribution of tools and resources to small business and 
community leaders to better maintain the commons;

2. Installing new and repairing the existing trash receptacles;

3. A signage and branding campaign to assist small businesses;

4. Advocacy about public health and sanitation which contributed to the 
City of Buffalo assigning a Department of Public Works laborer to assist 
with maintaining the commons; 

5. Supporting Mutual Aid efforts, such as directly distributing masks 
and hand sanitizer and through supporting mutual aid program 
development;

6. Supporting community leaders in establishing regular weekly trash 
clean-up walks and with event-based community trash clean-ups.

Some of the original planned deliverables are here in the recommendations 
so that as the crisis of 2020 recedes, the necessary work to build a strong, 
diverse, resilient community continues.  The recommendations that follow 
are based in the previous work, but any efforts at implementation should 
incorporate an additional, robust community engagement process that 
wasn’t possible over the last year, before moving forward.

Planning in
Action
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Recommendations

Support and 
Strengthen the 
Grant Street 
Commercial District

Provide a more positive 
and supportive public 
realm

Increase the supply 
of affordable, high 
quality housing

Protect the 
existing character 
of the community

Develop frontline arts 
and culture assets 
that emphasize Grant 
Street’s existing culture

Grant Street is a dense 
neighborhood with lower than 
average car ownership and 
lower than average incomes.

Small-scale investments 
in infrastructure  and 
greenspace improvements 
can have a big impact on 
quality of life.

Increasing the supply of 
affordable housing will help 
to maintain the diversity of 
the community.

Grant Street and the 
neighborhood surrounding it 
have the type of small scale, high 
quality built fabric that creates 
sustainable, economically 
strong communities, and steps 
should be taken to protect it.

Grant Street residents 
identified the affirming, 
inclusive and diverse 
character as a key asset, as 
well as the eclectic, unique 
and interesting nature of the 
community.
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Grant Street serves a vibrant and diverse community, and the businesses that 
line it reflect that diversity.  From legacy businesses that serve a wide swath of 
the City to small shops that cater directly to those who live in the immediate 
area, the health of this commercial district is critical to the overall health of the 
neighborhood.  Far from being simply an amenity, Grant Street is situated in the 
center of a dense neighborhood with lower than average car ownership and low-
er than average incomes, which means that community economic development 
work must center the needs to the local community in any work that is done.

Support & Strengthen the Grant 
Street Commercial District

Priority Next Steps
Support and strengthen the West Side Business and Taxpayer’s Association by 
providing dedicated staffing time through partner organizations’ existing staff to help 
coordinate volunteer work, membership, business support, and ensure that other 
recommendations are implemented.

Undertake the market study originally envisioned pre-COVID as part of this process to 
help show the potential for new businesses on Grant Street that are most likely to be 
supported by the community and use this data to create marketing/welcome packets 
for new and potential new businesses.

Support existing businesses by undertaking the Main Street trainings as originally 
envisioned as part of this process pre-COVID.

Create an inventory of vacant storefronts and identify the needs to get them 
activated.

Continue to work with the Main Street Program to provide storefront improvements.

Work with WEDI to bring locally grown businesses that reflect the diversity of the 
community to Grant Street.

It has everything  
I need within  
walking distance“

The community is always out 
walking and shopping and 
enjoying their neighborhood in 
the busy sections of the street“

“More small businesses 
especially in vacant 
store fronts

1

2

3

4

5

6

Voices from the Community

Small-scale investments, like 
new garbage corrals, were 
made possible thanks to 
partnerships.
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Housing affordability in the area surrounding Grant Street is a major issue, 
with between 64% - 71% of immediate neighborhood residents paying more 
than 30% of their income toward housing.  Increasing the supply of affordable 
housing will help to maintain the diversity of the community, one of the aspects 
of the community deemed the most positive by those involved in our community 
engagement exercises. With over 20% of housing units in the area immediately 
surrounding Grant Street vacant, utilizing this these existing units is the best 
way to increase the supply of housing in an environmentally responsible way 
while maintaining community character. Considering that on Grant Street alone, 
residential land use and vacant land/buildings represent over 50% of current 
land uses, this will have an immediate positive impact on the street itself.

Increase the Supply of 
Affordable, High Quality 
Housing

Priority Next Steps
Identify existing vacant and under-utilized housing stock in 
the neighborhood and partner with housing organizations to 
increase the supply of affordable units.

Ensure that existing homeowners are aware of incentives 
and programs to help them maintain existing high-quality 
affordable housing.

Identify potential areas for infill and work with partners to 
determine the correct design and usage parameters, and 
partner with affordable housing developers to implement.

Work with the City of Buffalo’s Division of Real Estate and 
non-profit housing developers to provide affordable home 
ownership opportunities that prioritize existing or historically 
displaced residents.

We need much more 
resettlement support 
for immigrants and 
refugees“

We need much more action/
support for folks who are 
homeless - social services!
Mental health services!“

1

2

3

4

Voices from the Community

Property values in Census Tract 171, one of the 
census tracts included in the Grant Street corridor, 
have increased significantly over the past decade.
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While recommendations for improvements in the actual transportation 
patterns of the street will be coming from the sister effort by our partners at 
GoBike Buffalo, there are still improvements to the streetscape and public 
realm that should be made regardless of those recommendations.

Provide a More Positive and 
Supportive Public Realm

Priority Next Steps
Utilize vacant lots, such as the one at the corner of Grant and 
Auburn, to provide quality public gathering space directly on Grant 
Street, reactivating these spaces and spurring community-led 
development.

Create and implement a municipally-sponsored and community-
supported street cleaning, planting, and snow-clearing plan that 
creates a more welcoming sidewalk environment.

Advocate for improved, pedestrian scale, attractive lighting on 
Grant Street.

Create more opportunities for public art along Grant Street, 
especially art that springs from and is affirming to the many diverse 
communities connected to this place.

1

2

3

4

Public green spaces!“
Covered street furniture 
amenities (bus shelters park 
benches with umbrellas) so 
people do not stand outside in 
the elements
“

“Not just playgrounds- 
spaces of all sorts of 
activities for kids of all 
ages

The Trust for Public Land has noted that 
the area west of Grant Street is one of the 
larger “very high priority” areas within the 
city for new park space

Very High Priority
High Priority

Voices from the Community
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Grant Street and the neighborhood surrounding it have retained a great deal 
of the existing urban fabric, which has created a strong sense of community 
character, naturally occurring affordable housing and commercial spaces, 
and a sense of “gentle density”:  a building stock that allows a high degree of 
density while also incorporating green and private space.

Protect the Existing  
Character of the Community

Priority Next Steps
Work with owners of buildings eligible for National Register status to 
help them understand the potential financial incentives available to them 
to reactivate vacant and underutilized buildings.

Explore the desirability of creating a local historic district.

Review existing zoning to ensure that it provides the appropriate 
framework for development on Grant Street.

Create design guidelines to assist developers in understanding context-
appropriate development needs on Grant Street.

1

2

3

4

I love how affordable 
Grant’s commercial 
rents are!“

It still has the Buffalo-grit that 
is now missing in the Hertel/
Elmwood areas“
Voices from the Community

“[Naturally Occurring 
Affordable Housing 
(NOAH) rentals are] 
modest older units 
that are affordable to 
people at the middle 
and lower end of the 
income range without 
any assistance from 
federal, state, or local 
government.” 
https:/centerforcommunityinvestment.
org/sites/default/files/Preserving%20
Affordable%20Homes.pdf
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Grant Street residents identified the affirming, inclusive and diverse character 
as a key asset, as well as the eclectic, unique and interesting nature of the 
community. We recommend funding themed grassroots art initiatives, such as 
murals, sculptures or other art forms by resident frontline artists, which not 
only will directly support this character, but act as placekeeping measures that 
will help distinctively define the corridor and strengthen existing assets. We 
also suggest tying this with programs for outreach to vacant property owners 
for temporary installations which will re-activate currently vacant properties, 
such as the lot at Auburn and Grant or currently vacant storefronts.

Develop Frontline Arts and 
Culture Assets that Emphasize 
Grant Street’s Existing Culture

Priority Next Steps
Advocate for sustained annual funding for frontline arts organizations 
and artists.

Convene a networking social meet-up between Frontline Arts Buffalo-
affiliated organizations and Grant Street stakeholders, particularly 
those engaged in arts initiatives, including the West Side Business and 
Taxpayers Association, Community Canvasses, Grant Street Neighborhood 
Center, small businesses and organizations such as the WASH Project 
and Buffalo Art Supply, as well as Buffalo State College arts programs, to 
identify areas of collaboration and partnership.

1

2

I love the rich 
diversity and 
affirmation of cultures 
and nationalities“

I always love going to the 
Burmese Water Festival and 
Taste of Diversity!“
Voices from the Community

“Frontline 
communities are 
communities that 
are the first to be 
impacted by any 
socioeconomic, 
ecological, or 
political changes. 
Frontline Arts refers 
to Arts and Cultural 
organizations that 
are impacted first 
and hardest by any of 
those changes.”
Frontline Arts Buffalo (https://www.
frontlineartsbuffalo.org/)
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These recommendations are based on the existing conditions of the 
community along with the community engagement work that has been 
able to be completed to date.  Clearly, all work to implement these 
recommendations should include a strong community engagement 
component, commensurate with appropriate precautions as we 
emerge from the COVID 19 crisis. 

There are multiple strategies for how any of these recommendations could be implemented.  To help community leaders get a 
sense of the different options and locally available resources, we’ve also developed a Policy Toolkit.  This Toolkit is intended to 
be used in conjunction with the Existing Conditions Report and this Recommendations Report, for anyone who desires to learn 
more about different approaches to community-led community development.

WSBTA PBN HOCN PUSH NYS COB

2021
Staffing for Grant Street 
Taxpayers Association
Main Street Training

Vacant Storefront Inventory

Vacant housing inventory

Street Cleaning/Snow Plowing

2022
Market Analysis

Main Street Storefront 
Improvements
Identify and promote 
homeowner resources
Vacant lot design/usage

National Register identification 
and promotion

2023
Housing infill identification and 
design
Street lighting

Local Historic District

Commercial Design Guidelines

Implementation
West Side Business and 
Taxpayer’s Association
Preservation Buffalo 
Niagara
Heart of the  
City Neighborhoods

People United for  
Sustainable Housing
New York State
City of Buffalo


